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24 Reading for Comprehension

Can bees talk?Can bees talk?

Bees can talk to other bees. But they do not use
words. They dance!

First, a bee finds something to eat. It takes the
food back to its home. Then the bee does a dance.
The dance tells the other bees where the food is. 
It also tells them how far they must fly. After the
dance, the other bees can find the food.

1

2
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Reading for Comprehension 25

Circle the right answer for questions 1–5. Write your 
answer to question 6 on a blank piece of paper.

1. Bees tell each other about _____.
A food C honey
B words D dancing

2. In the story, what does the word must mean?
A have to C talk
B do not D stop

3. The story tells mostly about how bees _____.
A fly
B eat
C talk
D sting

4. After a bee takes food home, it _____.
A dies
B sleeps
C dances
D flies away

5. You can tell from the story that the other bees _____.
A cannot fly
B do not want food
C understand the dance
D are afraid of each other

6. What do you do when you see a bee?
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